Abstract-This paper presents an algorithm for designing spacecraft reconfiguration maneuvers, which is a difficult 6 DOF trajectory design problem with nonlinear attitude dynamics and non-convex constraints. In addition, some of the constraints couple the positions and attitudes of the spacecraft, which makes the problems high-dimensional. The essential feature of the design methodology is the separation into a simplified path planning problem obtaining a feasible solution, then improving it significantly by a smoothing operation. The first step is solved using a Rapidly-exploring Random Tree. The smoother then optimizes the trajectories by iteratively solving a linear program using a linearization of the cost function, dynamics, and constraints about the initial feasible solution. Examples are presented to demonstrate the validity of the approach for complex problems with four spacecraft.
I. INTRODUCTION
Formation flying of multiple spacecraft is an attractive technology for many planned space science missions [2] . To achieve the full science objectives, these missions typically require a complex initialization maneuver and/or formation reconfiguration maneuvers to reorient the fleet. These maneuvers consist of moving and rotating a group of N spacecraft from an initial configuration to a desired target configuration, while satisfying an arbitrary number of constraints (e.g., see Figure 1 ). These constraints may consist of collision avoidance, restrictions on the region of the sky where certain spacecraft instruments can point (e.g., a sensitive instrument that cannot point at the Sun), or restrictions on pointing towards other spacecraft (e.g., requirements on maintaining inter-spacecraft communication links and having cold science instruments avoid high temperature components on other vehicles). It is also desirable to perform these maneuvers with the lowest possible fuel expenditure.
This problem is particularly difficult due to the nonlinearity of the attitude dynamics, the non-convexity of some of the constraints, and the coupling between the positions and attitudes of all spacecraft. The nonlinearity of the spacecraft attitude dynamics makes the attitude trajectory design problem difficult in itself. Although numerous solutions exist for this problem, this nonlinearity adds considerable difficulty to the general spacecraft reconfiguration problem. The nonconvex constraints place this problem in a general class of path planning problems with obstacles that are known to be NP-hard and thus computationally difficult [3] . Finally, some of the pointing constraints introduce coupling between the positions and attitudes of the entire fleet. As a result, the trajectory design must be solved as a single 6N DOF problem instead of N separate 6 DOF problems.
A. Background
The spacecraft trajectory design problem for the unconstrained translation and attitude maneuvers has been the subject of extensive research with successful results. In contrast, the trajectory design problem with constraints is more difficult and has attracted attention more recently. Most of the solutions for this problem find either the translation or the attitude trajectories. Some of these solutions include potential functions methods [4] , [5] , geometric/heuristic methods [6] , Mixed-Integer Linear Programming [7] , and randomized algorithms [8] , [9] . The trajectory design problem with combined translation and attitude has also been investigated. Some recent solutions are based on geometric/heuristic methods [10] and randomized algorithms [11] . However, the geometric and heuristic methods are problem specific and cannot be extended to solve the general reconfiguration problem. The randomized algorithms were used to solve a problem with a single spacecraft and no pointing constraints. The reconfiguration problem addressed in this paper is more general and on a larger scale than the problems considered before. For example, we design maneuvers for 4 spacecraft with 24 DOF. The following sections outline the solution technique developed to solve these problems, followed by several demonstrations.
II. SOLUTION APPROACH
The approach chosen to tackle the computational difficulty of this problem is to concentrate first on finding any feasible trajectory. The second part then focuses on improving the solution while maintaining feasibility. These two parts are called the path planner and the smoother in this paper. This separation is a natural approach that has been used many times in difficult path planning problems (and recently for spacecraft trajectory design [11] ).
A. Path Planner
The problem of finding a feasible path between two points with an arbitrary number of constraints is a classical path planning problem that has been studied for many years. The difficulty of this problem makes it intractable to find a solution with guarantees for problems with more than a few (e.g., 3-6) dimensions. However, by relaxing the guaranteed completion, randomized path planning algorithms such as the Probabilistic Roadmaps (PRM) have been successful in solving larger problems [12] . Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT), a more recent variant of these randomized planners, is used in this paper because it performed better than other algorithms in our experimental comparisons [1] .
The path planning problem is posed without differential constraints. In general these additional constraints limit the expansion of the randomized search trees and increase the solution time. Instead, the direct trajectories between two points consist of rest-to-rest straight-line translations and eigen-axis rotations at constant rates. Since the spacecraft is at rest at each node of the search tree, a branch of the search tree can grow in any direction. The algorithm generates a trajectory consisting of a sequence of states, connected by these feasible "direct trajectories". This trajectory is then passed to the smoother.
B. Smoother
The smoother improves the cost of the trajectory previously found. This trajectory is represented by the states and control inputs sampled at fixed time-steps. The smoothing problem is posed as a nonlinear optimization with nonlinear constraints. The cost function, dynamics and constraints are then linearized, and the resulting equations are solved as a linear program. These steps are repeated iteratively until the cost associated with the trajectory cannot be improved.
After each iteration the solution may violate some of the constraints by a small amount, so there is an additional step to recover a feasible solution. This step uses knowledge specific to the trajectory design problem, and is the main difference between the smoother and a similar algorithm, the Sequential Linear Programming method (SLP) [13] . The recovery step is discussed further in Section III-C.
This algorithm is also different from other trajectory smoothing algorithms proposed in the literature because it improves the cost of the trajectory as a whole, it is deterministic, and always remains feasible [11] , [14] .
III. THE RECONFIGURATION ALGORITHM

A. Problem formulation
The general reconfiguration problem consists on finding a trajectory, represented by the state and control inputs of N spacecraft, from time 0 to T . This state consists of
where i ∈ 1 . . . N indicates the spacecraft. x i (t) is the position of its center,ẋ i (t) its velocity, and ω i (t) its angular velocity, all measured with respect to a local inertially fixed frame. The attitude quaternion is q i (t). The input consists of
where u i (t) are the forces and M i (t) the moments. Let p i (t) be a point of the trajectory of a single spacecraft at time t,
for i ∈ 1 . . . N, and
a point in the composite trajectories of all the spacecraft at time t. For the deep space missions considered, the translational dynamics are approximated with a double integrator
and the attitude dynamics, in quaternion notation, arė
where
and J is the inertia matrix, which is considered to be the same for all spacecraft for simplicity. The collision avoidance constraints are
for i, j ∈ 1 . . . N, i = j, and R is the minimum distance allowed between the centers of spacecraft. The absolute stay outside pointing constraints are given by
where k ∈ 1 . . . N c identifies a constraint. This condition ensures that the spacecraft vector y k remains at an angle greater than θ k ∈ [0, π] from the inertial vector z k . The vector y k is the representation in the inertial coordinate frame of the body vector y kB . The transformation of coordinates is given by
where q i0 (t) and q i4 (t) are defined as
The absolute stay inside pointing constraints only differ by the sign of the equation
The inter-spacecraft relative stay outside pointing constraints are given byx
where y k and θ k are as above,
is the unit vector that points from spacecraft i to spacecraft j. Similarly, the relative stay inside pointing constraints arê
For this problem, the cost to minimize is
B. The planner
The randomized path planning algorithm consists of LaValle's randomized dense tree, in particular the bidirectional variant as described in [15] . The algorithm is reproduced here, but interested readers are encouraged to consult references [1] or [15] .
Ta. add-edge(pn, ps)
In this algorithm, T a and T b represent trees with a composite trajectory point p at each node (Eq. 5). The points p at the nodes are considered at rest, so the only relevant information in these points are positions and attitudes. The two trees T a and T b start from the initial and final points of the desired trajectory. At each iteration α(i) generates a random point, and NEAREST(T a , α(i)) finds the point in the tree T a with the minimum distance to this point α(i). The distance is defined as
(17) where rot is a quaternion interpolation.
If a new node is successfully found by the direct motion, then a branch to this node is added to the tree, and a similar attempt is made to connect the opposite tree to the new node. If the attempt succeeds the algorithm stops and returns a good trajectory, otherwise it continues.
The output of the algorithms consists of a sequence of points from the initial point p i to the desired target point p f . At these points the spacecraft are at rest, their states are described by position and attitude values, and there is a direct motion to the next point that is guaranteed to satisfy all the constraints.
C. The smoother
The resulting trajectory from the planner is then smoothed. However, this trajectory must be described first as full state and input pairs sampled at fixed time-steps. In general these samples will not coincide with the points of the trajectory from the planner, and the spacecraft will not necessarily be at rest at these points in time. In this section the state notation p(t) has been replaced by p(k) which stands for p(k∆T ), where ∆T is the time-step. The complete trajectory is represented by the sequence of points p(k), k ∈ 0 . . . T/∆T . For these points
where h(p(k)) is the propagation for time ∆T of the states p(k) for constant inputs u(k) and M (k). To ensure consistency between all elements of p(k) (states and inputs),ẋ(k), u(k), w(k) and M (k) must be found that satisfy Eq. 18. This is accomplished using a discrete approximation for the short time interval propagation. The discrete equations for translational dynamics are
and for the attitude dynamics
where Ω i (k) is just the discrete form of Eq. 9. Thus to obtain the full p(k) from x and q
and
The discrete dynamics (Eqs. 19-21) can then be represented as the equalities
with pointing and collision avoidance constraints
An iteration of the smoothing algorithm consists of finding a perturbation of the trajectory that improves the cost while maintaining the feasibility of the trajectory. The update is achieved by using the first-order Taylor approximation of the constraints and the cost p(k + 1) + dp(k
T dp(k)
T dp(k) ≤ 0 (29) for dp(k) ≤ 1. Note that these are linear constraints in the variables dp(k) since h, g n and p(k) are known in advance.
The discrete form of the cost function is
which can be rewritten as
which in a linear minimization is equivalent to
subject to
The step to find the perturbation is naturally formulated as a linear program because it is the minimization of a linear function subject to linear equality and inequality constraints (Line 2 in the SMOOTHER-STEP). Here the trajectory is improved as a whole and the process continues in a deterministic fashion. The algorithm is as follows:
T dp(k + 1) dp(k) = 0 (22) and (23) (26) and (24) £ end of for 7 return p Due to the linear approximations, in general the updated solution in step 3 may violate the constraints by a small amount (less than O( ), where 0 < 1). Therefore the solution is repaired in lines 4 to 6 to recover the consistency with the constraints of the problem, particularly the unit norm quaternion constraint and the dynamics from Eqs. 19-21. The inequality constraints are not explicitly repaired. Any violation of these constraints is negligible and does not affect the convergence of the algorithm. To guarantee that the final solution meets the constraints, a small margin is added to the constraints before running the algorithm. For example, the angles and collision radius are increased by a small percentage over the actual values.
In summary, our approach consists of the following steps: 
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IV. EXAMPLES
This section presents examples of varying complexity. They demonstrate that for simple problems the algorithm generates the expected results, and for harder problems it generates reasonable trajectories. In the figures that illustrate these examples the trajectories are represented by a solid line, each dot represents a time step, and arrows show the direction of movement. The spacecraft are typically shown along the trajectories after every fifth time step. The vectors shown are the X, Y , and Z body axes. The plot axes correspond to the axes of the local inertially fixed frame. Also, the examples that include a sun avoidance (stayout) constraint show a "red umbrella", with the "handle" representing the vector pointing toward the sun, and a cone of rays representing the angle covered by the constraint.
These experiments were run on a Fujitsu T3000 with an Intel Centrino processor at 1.4 GHz and Windows XP, and the algorithms were programmed in C++ and compiled with Microsoft Visual C++ 7.1. The linear solver used was the GLPK library. The computation times for the planner ranged from below 1 second for single spacecraft problems like the simple maneuver, to 30-40 minutes for highly constrained problems with 4 spacecraft. The number of iterations of the main loop in RDT-BALANCED-BIDIRECTIONAL ranged from 1 to 10 for simple examples, to between 200 and 500 for the difficult ones. The cutoff in our experiments was 500 iterations, after which the algorithm returned a failure. The computation times for the smoother were from below 1 second to 3 seconds, using the interior point solver. Figure 2 shows the final trajectory for a simple problem: move a spacecraft from [−9, −9, −9] T to [9, 9, 9] T and rotate it 90
A. Example: Simple maneuver
• about the inertial Z-axis, while avoiding pointing at the sun. The unit vector pointing at the sun is represented in the figure by the vector in the direction of [1, 1, 0] T / √ 2 surrounded by a 40 o angle cone. The sensitive instrument points in the direction of the body X axis (solid blue in the figure) and it must stay out of the cone. The plot shows that the solver designs a smooth trajectory that skirts this constraint. As expected, the translation path is minimal: a simple straight line. T , and point its body X axis at both spacecraft 1 and 2 to within 15 o angle. The vehicles must Rotate tetrahedral configuration 90 o degrees around Y axis. Pointing constraints remain as before. remain 3.5 units apart to avoid colliding.
B. Example: Coupled Maneuver
The final trajectory in Figure 3 shows that spacecraft 2 translates straight from the start to finish while spacecraft 1 moves away just enough to satisfy the collision avoidance constraint. Notice that for spacecraft 1 to point the body X axis at spacecraft 2 while avoiding pointing it at the Sun, it has to move off the X-Y plane. This shows the coupling between relative and absolute pointing constraints, and collision avoidance. Also, when spacecraft 1 moves off the initial alignment, spacecraft 3 rotates slightly to keep both spacecraft 1 and 2 inside its specified cone.
The trajectory of figure 3 is based on the trajectory shown in Figure 4 , which is shown here for comparison. Figure 4 shows the trajectory produced by the planner, before the smoothing procedure. As expected, the trajectory is feasible, but clearly suboptimal. All the spacecraft move and rotate away from the target positions, then return to them, which is particularly evident for spacecraft 3. The difference between the figures shows the large changes possible by the smoother given a feasible initial solution. Figure 5 shows the solution to a complex example with four spacecraft. The constraints in this example are as follows: (a) Spacecraft 1, 2 and 3 must point their body Y axis (dashed red) toward spacecraft 4; and (b) they must also point their body X axis (solid blue) to each other in a ring (spacecraft 1 must point to spacecraft 2, 2 to 3, and 3 to 1). These 6 constraints place tight restrictions on the possible movements of the spacecraft which must be closely coordinated. The attitude of spacecraft 4 is not constrained.
C. Example: Four vehicles
The maneuver starts with a tetrahedral formation with spacecraft 1, 2 and 3 in the X-Y plane pointing to spacecraft 4 below. The formation then rotates 90
• about the inertial Y axis. The final solution consists of simple straight line translations for all 4 spacecraft, with minimal rotations toward the desired final attitudes, consistent with an optimal maneuver. The constraints are always met.
V. CONCLUSION
Designing spacecraft reconfiguration maneuvers is challenging because it includes nonlinear attitude dynamics, difficult non-convex constraints, and high dimensionality (6N DOF) due to coupling of the multiple spacecraft states in the constraints. This paper presented a method that can solve for reconfigurations for up to 4 spacecraft. The essential feature of this method is the separation into a simplified path planning problem without differential constraints to obtain a feasible solution, which is then improved by a smoothing operation. The first step is solved using Rapidlyexploring Random Trees [1] . The smoother consists of an optimization by iteratively solving a linear program using a linearization of the cost function, dynamics, and constraints about the initial feasible solution. The examples demonstrated the validity of the approach and also showed that the algorithm can solve problems with four spacecraft with several complex pointing restrictions.
